Rotable Repairs Selects Quantum Control MRO and
Logistics Software to Enhance Customer Service
AMSTERDAM, NETHERLANDS, MRO EUROPE, October 18, 2016 – Component Control
announced today that Rotable Repairs, an aviation wheel and brake services provider, is
leveraging Quantum Control MRO and Logistics software to further enhance its responsive
customer service.
Based in southeast England, the independently owned EASA Parts 145, FAA Part 145 and
Transport Canada-approved repair station serves airlines, hangar facilities and distributor
industries which require cost-effective, quick turn service.
“Quantum is a tried and tested Industry recognized system, and Rotable Repairs is looking
for reliability and consistency,” said Bryan Croft, Sales and Marketing Director.
The software is part of the company’s ongoing efforts to be more responsive than its
competitors. With Quantum Control, Rotable Repairs can easily track and manage thousands
of work orders. With the ability to generate comprehensive reports and tailor data, the repair
station can make decisions rapidly to better meet specific customer requirements.
Quantum Control MRO and Logistics solution installed at Rotable Repairs operates on a
highly scalable and secure OracleTM database and offers various logistics and business
modules. Rotable Repairs utilizes Quantum for a variety of functions, including accounting,
tracking orders, organizing contacts and managing shipping. For more information on the
specific modules chosen by Rotable Repairs, see appendix one below.
Quantum Control is a fully integrated business software solution. Developed specifically for
aviation MRO and Logistics organizations, it promotes best practices and improves business
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processes with a single database integrated solution that can be flexibly deployed as a
dedicated in-house system, or be hosted via a third-party cloud. Quantum Control's
personalized configuration settings provide individual users with an intuitive interface that
improves the bottom line through optimized productivity. As a powerful, affordable and
scalable solution, Quantum Control extends across the supply chain using its built-in web
services fully integrated with www.StockMarket.aero.
For more information on Quantum Control, visit the Component Control team at MRO
Europe, October 18-20 in Amsterdam, booth #12-650. For more information on Rotable
Repairs, visit booth #11-728.
~~ENDS~~
About Rotable Repairs
Started in 2002, Rotable Repairs Ltd. is an independently owned EASA Parts 145, FAA Part
145 and Transport Canada-approved repair station, specializing in the repair, sale and
purchase of components and materials for narrow and wide body jets. The facility offers full
in-house testing, inspection, repair and overhaul of most light, regional, commercial and
corporate aircraft wheels, brakes, landing gear and hydraulics. The company’s main
customers include Loganair, ASL Airlines, Titan Airways, Flybe, Sprintair, Thomson, National
Airlines, Avion Express, and EuroAtlantic. Rotable Repairs’ 17,500-square-foot facility is
located in southeast England, serving all London Airports. For more information, visit
www.rotablerepairs.com.
About Component Control
Component Control, based in San Diego, California, is a leading developer and provider of
MRO and Logistics Software solutions for the aviation industry. Its core product, Quantum
Control,

provides

advanced

aviation

management

support

to

original

equipment

manufacturers, aftermarket service divisions, component repair and overhaul companies,
fixed base operators, aircraft completion centers, airlines, MRO facilities, and part
distribution/redistribution companies. Quantum is installed in more than 60 countries and can
be deployed as a single-site or multinational solution.
Stockmarket.aero, also from Component Control, is an online aviation parts trading
marketplace giving users access to a comprehensive search engine that includes parts in
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stock, MRO capabilities and part alternatives. StockMarket.aero currently lists more than 100
million qualified line items of inventory and capability from over 3,000 aircraft parts vendors.
Component Control won the ‘Best IT Software Provider’ category in the Aircraft Technology
Engineering and Maintenance Awards.
For more information, visit www.componentcontrol.com and www.StockMarket.aero.
Company Contact:
Kimberly Melton
Marketing Manager
Component Control
ph: 619.696.5482
e: kmelton@componentcontrol.com
Appendix one:
Rotable Repairs uses the following Quantum Control modules to transform its business:










Integrated Accounting
Shop Control
Barcode
Contact Manager
Document Imaging
Event Manager
Forms Designer
Publications
Shipping Manager
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